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Figure 5. Scenario breakdown. The left pie chart represents the scenario breakdown on the validation set of the Ego4D dataset. There are
eight categories in total, including inside/outside scenes. The right pie chart represents the scenario breakdown on the validation set of the
EPIC-Kitchens 55 dataset. The EPIC-Kitchens 55 dataset contains only one category, cooking and activities in the kitchen.

A. Dataset

A.1. Statistics

This section provides statistics on two large-scale egocen-
tric video datasets, Ego4D [16] and EPIC-Kitchens 55 [8].
Fig. 5 presents pie charts illustrating the proportional distri-
bution, categorized by action types or situations, of camera
wearers within each validation set of the dataset. The cate-
gories are summarized as follows:
• Cooking and activities in kitchen contains videos where

the camera wearer performs tasks in the kitchen, such
as cutting vegetables, washing a pan, and putting dishes
away on the shelf.

• Mechanic contains situations where the camera wearer
uses specific mechanical tools to repair vehicles such as
cars or bikes.

• Arts and crafts consist of indoor and outdoor scenarios,
including activities such as painting and trimming excess
materials.

• Building category contains a construction scene and a
scene depicting brick fabrication.

• Gardening and farming consist of both small-scale and
large-scale plant caring scenes.

• Domestic chores and activities in house contain activ-
ities in the house except for the situation in the kitchen,
such as laundering, knitting, ironing, and playing cards.

• Cleaning category contains cleaning activities such as
sweeping with a broom, mopping the floor, and washing
a car.

• Others consist of various scenarios such as sports (play-
ing basketball or working out at the gym), driving, walk-
ing a dog, and activities in the laboratory.

While all videos in the EPIC-Kitchens 55 dataset are cate-
gorized as cooking and activities in the kitchen, the Ego4D
dataset contains various categories described above. More
than three-quarters of the videos in the validation set of
Ego4D are composed of cooking and activities in the
kitchen (21.6%), mechanic (15.9%), arts/crafts (15.3%),
building (13.6%), and gardening/farming (12.1%).

B. Further Results
B.1. Input Modality Ablation

Tab. 6 shows all four intra/cross-dataset scenarios using two
datasets, trained and evaluated on either Ego4D or EPIC-
Kitchens 55, and the aggregated results for intra/cross-
dataset scenarios.
Analysis. As shown in Tab. 6, our proposed method is out-
performed by the model that omits object or ego-motion
information in the scenario, where models are trained and
tested on EPIC-Kitchens 55. This occurs due to the overfit
to the context of the cooking category. Methods lacking ob-
ject or ego-motion information tend to rely more on RGB
information to predict future hand positions than the pro-
posed method that leverages all modalities.
Generalizability of each input modality. We further ana-
lyze the generalizability of each input modality: the trajec-
tory of bounding boxes of objects, RGB, optical flow, and
ego-motion information. Fig. 6 shows the drop in perfor-
mances for each model that is missing one of the four in-
put modalities, from the intra-dataset scenario to the cross-
dataset scenario in the average of two datasets. The smaller
the performance drop is, the more the leveraged modalities
(the other three modalities other than the lacking modality)



Table 6. Input modality ablation study. Ablation study on the input modalities on Ego4D and EPIC-Kitchens 55. We evaluate the
model in the intra and cross-dataset settings to verify the contribution of each input modality to the hand forecasting performance and the
generalizability against novel scenes. In the last two rows, we summarize the results of two scenarios, intra and cross-dataset. The last
column is the result of the proposed method, which uses all the modal information.

Object RGB Flow Ego
Ego4D ! Ego4D EPIC ! Ego4D EPIC ! EPIC Ego4D ! EPIC Intra Cross

ADE # FDE # ADE # FDE # ADE # FDE # ADE # FDE # ADE # FDE # ADE # FDE #

X X X 49.02 53.00 54.25 56.79 48.50 54.57 51.31 57.25 48.76 53.79 52.78 57.02
X X X 51.02 54.30 54.09 57.15 49.14 55.35 52.90 57.93 50.08 54.83 53.30 57.54
X X X 50.82 53.77 55.57 57.70 51.17 55.78 53.90 58.15 51.00 54.78 54,74 57.93
X X X 49.04 52.69 54.22 57.01 47.66 53.79 51.55 57.02 48.35 53.24 52.89 57.02

X X X X 48.99 52.83 53.67 56.36 48.78 54.03 51.03 56.78 48.89 53.43 52.35 56.57

Table 7. Loss component ablation study. Ablation study on ego-motion estimation loss on two datasets in intra and cross-dataset scenarios
to verify the effectiveness of estimating future ego-motion as an auxiliary task.

Method Ego4D ! Ego4D EPIC ! Ego4D EPIC ! EPIC Ego4D ! EPIC

ADE # FDE # ADE # FDE # ADE # FDE # ADE # FDE #

w/o Lego 49.59 53.15 53.85 56.57 49.72 55.37 51.83 57.59
w/ Lego (Ours) 48.99 52.83 53.67 56.36 48.78 54.03 51.03 56.78
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Figure 6. The performance drop of each model that lacks one
of the input modalities. The green, red, yellow, and purple bar
charts represent models without objects, RGB, optical flow, and
ego-motion information.

contribute to the generalizability against unseen data. The
performance drops of the method without object, RGB, op-
tical flow, and ego-motion, are 8.24%, 6.43%, 7.33%, and
9.39%, respectively. This confirms that RGB is the most
susceptible to unseen data, as RGB depends on appear-
ance, which leads to the overfit to backgrounds or the con-
texts, and the ego-motion information (homography) is the
most generalizable input modality among the four modali-
ties against novel scenes.

B.2. Loss Component Ablation
Tab. 7 shows the hand forecasting performance of whether
adopting the ego-motion estimation loss Lego in all four
intra/cross-dataset scenarios. The method without using
Lego deteriorates the performance in all intra/cross-dataset
scenarios, verifying the effectiveness of estimating future
ego-motion as an auxiliary task for both intra and cross-
dataset settings.


